Attention and adaptation are both mechanisms that optimize visual performance. Attention optimizes performance by increasing contrast sensitivity for and neural response to attended stimuli while decreasing them for unattended stimuli; adaptation optimizes performance by increasing contrast sensitivity for and neural response to changing stimuli while decreasing them for unchanging stimuli. We investigated whether and how the adaptation state and the attentional effect on contrast sensitivity interact. We measured contrast sensitivity with an orientation-discrimination task, in two adaptation conditionsVadapt to 0% or 100% contrastVin focused, distributed, and withdrawn attentional conditions. We used threshold and asymptotic performance to index the magnitude of the attentional effectV enhancement or impairment in contrast sensitivityVbefore and after adapting to high-contrast stimuli. The results show that attention and adaptation affect the contrast psychometric function in a similar but opposite way: Attention increases stimulus salience, whereas adaptation reduces stimulus salience. An interesting finding is that the adaptation state does not modulate the magnitude of the attentional effect. This suggests that attention affects the normalized signal once the effect of contrast adaptation has taken place and that these two mechanisms act separately to change contrast sensitivity. Attention can overcome adaptation to restore contrast sensitivity.
Introduction
The visual environment is rich in information. Despite the fact that the brain uses almost a quarter of the body's metabolic resources, the energy available at each instant is insufficient to process all incoming sensory information (Lennie, 2003) . The brain has to maximize performance while maintaining energy expenditures within its metabolic limits to attain our astonishing perceptual abilities. Several mechanisms allocate perceptual resources to optimize our sensitivity to match salient parts of visual scenes. Spatial attention and contrast adaptation are two such managing mechanisms. In this study, we investigated whether and how the adaptation state and the attentional effects on contrast sensitivity interact. In particular, we explored whether attention can overcome adaptation and restore contrast sensitivity.
Visual attention
Visual attention is a key mechanism that enables the brain to optimize performance within its metabolic limits.
Attention can be allocated covertly, without eye movements (Posner, 1980) . Covert attention allows us to prioritize the processing of some locations of the visual scene at the expense of others via a "push-pull" mechanism (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) . Both temporal (Carrasco, Giordano, & McElree, 2006; Carrasco & McElree, 2001 ) and spatial (Cameron, Tai, & Carrasco, 2002; Carrasco, Ling, & Read, 2004; Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar, & Eckstein, 2000; Carrasco, Williams, & Yeshurun, 2002; Lu & Dosher, 1998; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998 aspects of visual information processing are enhanced by directing attention to a location in the visual field. Such enhancements at the attended location happen early in the visual stream (Gandhi, Heeger, & Boynton, 1999; Huk & Heeger, 2000; McAdams & Reid, 2005; Watanabe et al., 1998) and are accompanied by concurrent impairments at unattended locations (Desimone, 1998; Geng et al., 2006; Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999; Vanduffel, Tootell, & Orban, 2000) . The pervasiveness of this push-pull mechanism is evidenced by the finding that contrast sensitivity is increased at attended locations but is decreased at unattended locations even with very sparse displays (Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005) .
Psychophysical studies have revealed two subsystems of covert attention. Sustained or endogenous attention is voluntary, and it allocates perceptual resources according to task demands. Exogenous or transient attention is involuntary, and it allocates resources to the location where a sudden change in stimulation occurs, for example, luminance, contrast, or color. These two subsystems are mediated by partially segregated networks of brain areas (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000) .
The black curve in Figure 1 shows a hypothetical contrast response function. The neural response to contrast is, at least in the first stages of the visual system, monotonic across the full contrast range (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Anzai, Bearse, Freeman, & Cai, 1995; Avidan et al., 2002; Boynton, Demb, & Heeger, 1996; Dean, 1981; Tolhurst, Movshon, & Thompson, 1981) . The red curve shows that with attention, less contrast is necessary to attain the same response level (Points 1 and 4; Carrasco et al., 2000; Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone, 2000) , and stimulus contrast appears more intense (Points 2 and 4; Carrasco et al., 2004 ). Single-cell recording studies of sustained attention have found attention to both shift the contrast response function toward lower contrast (contrast-gain mechanism; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2000) and to scale it proportionally (response-gain mechanism; Williford & Maunsell, 2006) . To date, there is no single-cell recording study regarding the effects of transient attention on contrast sensitivity. A psychophysical study using a cueing paradigm shows that whereas transient attention acts via both contrast-and response-gain mechanisms, sustained attention acts via contrast gain (Ling & Carrasco, 2006a) . Other studies in which sustained attention is manipulated via dual tasks have yielded mixed results; they support either a responsegain mechanism (Morrone, Denti, & Spinelli, 2004) or both contrast gain and response gain (Huang & Dobkins, 2005) .
Contrast adaptation
The visibility of every image can be directly related to its contrast, which delineates what is visible to us and is the basis of all subsequent analyses performed on the visual input. Therefore, maintaining the best sensitivity to contrast in the environment is a primary task for the visual system. The sensitivity of individual neurons is restricted to a short contrast range, with neurons responding weakly at low contrast levels, and their response increases monotonically across a limited range of contrast values before saturating (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982) .
Contrast adaptation enables us to act in environments containing extremely wide contrast ranges, despite the fact that neurons have a limited dynamic range to contrast. It reduces the visual system's response to static, unchanging stimuli, while optimizing sensitivity to the most informative scene characteristicsVdifferences around the timeaveraged contrast level. Looking at a stimulus for an extended time reduces our sensitivity to that stimulus and similar stimuli as a result of a decreased neuronal response. Adapted neurons shift their contrast response function horizontally on the contrast axis, recentering it to the contrast of the adapting stimulus (green line in Figure 1 ; Bonds, 1991; Ohzawa, Sclar, & Freeman, 1982 .
Theoretically, adaptation has a dual effect ( Figure 1 ): (a) The neural response to the average contrast in the environment is reduced after adaptation (Points 1 and 3), and more contrast is needed to achieve the same response level (Points 2 and 3). (b) Neurons' ability to discriminate contrast differences around the average contrast in the environment is effectively increased. Assuming that a fixed minimum response difference is needed to discriminate two contrasts (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974) , the just-noticeable contrast difference is larger before than after adaptation. Note that the minimum response difference, defined with the same width on the ordinate for shaded areas a and b (in gray and The neural response to contrast increases over a limited range then saturates (black curve). Effect of attention: The red curve shows the effect of attention on the contrast response function of a hypothetical neuron: Less contrast is needed to attain the same response level (Points 1 to 4), and the same contrast elicits a higher response (Points 2 to 4). Effect of contrast adaptation: (1) The contrast response function of a neuron is shifted to the right toward the adapter contrast (green curve, Point 2 to Point 3). As a result, the neural response to the same contrast is reduced after adaptation (Points 1 to 3). (2) Neurons' ability and, hence, our ability to discriminate contrast differences around the average contrast in the environment are effectively increased. We assume that there is minimum response difference needed to discriminate two contrasts (Nachmias, 1967) . For example, shaded areas a (gray) and b (green) on the ordinate (response) are the same, but the just-noticeable contrast difference (the projection to the abscissa of the minimum response difference as returned by the neural response function) is larger before than after adaptation; aV(gray) is wider than bV(green) on the contrast axis.
green, respectively), results in a smaller minimum contrast difference for the adapted than for the unadapted curves, areas aVand bVon the abscissa.
Studies on the cellular mechanisms associated with adaptation support the idea that adaptation is a significant active regulatory process rather than a mere fatigue process (Carandini & Ferster, 1997; Sanchez-Vives, Nowak, & McCormick, 2000a , 2000b . The same adaptation mechanisms found in cat and macaque cortex are also present in the neural response to contrast in humans, as measured by blood-oxygenation-level-dependent signals. This sigmoidal function also shifts and recenters around the adapter contrast, suggesting that both individual neurons and populations of neurons recalibrate sensitivity around the current environment contrast (Gardner et al., 2005) .
Attention and adaptation
Given that both attention and adaptation serve to optimize performance but have opposite effects on the contrast response function, here we explored the way attention and adaptation interact. Were attention to modulate contrast sensitivity after adaptation to high contrast, it would effectively increase stimulus' apparent contrast (as is the case for the unadapted state; Carrasco et al., 2004) , but it would also shift the contrast response function away from the adapted state. Furthermore, were adaptation and attention implemented by the same neural mechanisms but with opposite effects on the contrast response function, the effect of attention on contrast sensitivity would be expected to depend on the adaptation state.
Studies manipulating the attentional state during the adapting phase have shown attentional modulation of several perceptual aftereffects, such as tilt and motion aftereffects (Alais & Blake, 1999; Chaudhuri, 1990; McGraw, Whitaker, Skillen, & Chung, 2002; MontaserKouhsari & Rajimehr, 2004; Rezec, Krekelberg, & Dobkins, 2004) , as well as contrast adaptation (Ling & Carrasco, 2006b) . Instead, in this study, we explored whether contrast adaptation modulates the effect of transient attention. To investigate whether and how adaptation and attention interact on contrast sensitivity, we measured contrast sensitivity in two adaptation conditionsVadapt to 0% or 100% contrastVwhen attention is focused, distributed, or withdrawn and compared the magnitude of the attentional effect (enhancement or impairment in contrast sensitivity) before and after adapting to high contrast.
Methods
Three observers performed a two-alternative forcedchoice (2AFC) orientation-discrimination task on Gabor patches located to the left and to the right of fixation ( Figure 2 ). To assess contrast sensitivity, we measured orientation-discrimination performance as a function of stimulus contrast (Cameron et al., 2002; Carrasco et al., 2000; Nachmias, 1967) . Observers performed the task in three attentional conditions under two levels of contrast adaptation. Before each test trial, observers adapted for 70 s Figure 2 . Trial sequence and cueing conditions. (a) At the beginning of each block of 20 test trials, observers adapted for 70 s to either a blank screen or two 100% contrast counterphase flickering Gabor patches. After this initial adaptation phase, there were 20 test trials preceded by a 4-s-long top-up phase. On each test trial, a peripheral cue could appear with 33% probability above the left stimulus, above the right stimulus, or at fixation. Two randomly tilted (T2.5-) Gabor patches followed the peripheral cue display and were presented at the location of the adapters. The stimuli had the same contrast randomly chosen from the full range (0-100%). Observers had to discriminate the orientation of the stimulus indicated by a response cue presented after stimulus offset. (b) There were three attentional conditions: In valid-cue trials (focused attention condition), the response cue indicated the stimulus preceded by the peripheral cue; in neutral-cue trials (distributed attention condition), the response cue had equal probability to indicate either stimulus; in invalid-cue trials (withdrawn attention condition), the response cue indicated the location of the stimulus that was not preceded by the peripheral cue.
either to a 100% contrast grating at the location of the test stimulus or to the same mean luminance blank screen (0% contrast). On each test trial, the stimulus was preceded by a peripheral cue that could appear at the target location (valid-cue, focused attention), at the distracter location (invalid-cue, withdrawn attention), or at fixation (neutralcue, distributed attention), corresponding to focused, withdrawn, or distributed attention conditions.
Observers
Three trained psychophysical observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this experiment. Observer J.F. was naive to the purpose of the experiment.
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented binocularly on a gammacorrected P260 IBM 21-in. Multiscan color monitor in a dark environment. A video attenuator drove the green gun of the monitor to increase rendering precision at low contrast levels from 8 to 12 bits (Pelli & Zhang, 1991) . The background luminance was set to the middle of the monitor range, 18 cd/m 2 .
Stimuli
The stimuli were generated and presented on a G4 Macintosh computer using MATLAB 5.2.1 (Mathworks, Massachusetts) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . A small, dark circle was used as a fixation point (0.1-of visual angle). Stimuli were 5-c/deg Gabor patches subtending 4-of visual angle in diameter (A of 1.5-) presented at 5-eccentricity to the left and to the right of fixation. The adapter was vertical, whereas the test was tilted T2.5-from vertical. A peripheral cue, a 1-Â 0.4-white horizontal rectangle, appeared with equal probability either at 3-above the center of one of the Gabor patches (peripheral cue) or at both sides of fixation (neutral cue). The response cue, a 1-Â 0.4-white horizontal rectangle, was equally likely to appear to the left or to the right of fixation, indicating the Gabor patch that should be discriminated.
Procedure and design
Observers fixated at the center of the screen throughout the entire block while performing a 2AFC orientationdiscrimination task on the peripheral stimuli. We assessed contrast sensitivity via the method of constant stimuli (observers F.P. and G.V.: 1, 2. 5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 100%; observer J.F.: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, and 80%) . Observers were trained on the task for about 2 hr to make sure that they had obtained stable performance.
Each observer participated for 30 hr to complete about 12,500 trials in the experiment, half in each adaptation condition.
Adaptation procedure
There were two adaptation conditions: adapt-0, observers were adapted to the average background luminance, and adapt-100, observers were adapted to a 100% contrast stimulus.
Adapt-100
At the beginning of each block, observers were stimulated with adaptation stimuli; for 70 s, two counterphase flickering (7 Hz) Gabor patches (4-of visual angle in diameter and A of 1.5-) were presented to the left and to the right of fixation (5-eccentricity). Before each test trial, the same adaptation stimulation was repeated for 4 s to maintain a constant adaptation state (top-up).
Adapt-0
At the beginning of each block, observers adapted for 20 s to mean background luminance. There was a 2-s delay between each trial. The test stimulus consisted of Gabor patches randomly tilted T2.5-from vertical.
Attentional manipulation procedure
Attention was manipulated during the test trials. In every test trial, a 60-ms cue was displayed either above a Gabor patch or at fixation. After a 40-ms ISI, the two tilted test Gabor patches were simultaneously presented to the left and to the right of fixation for 30 ms given the fact that goaldirected saccades require approximately 250 ms (Leigh & Zee, 1991; Mayfrank, Mobashery, Kimmig, & Fischer, 1986) ; no eye movements could occur between cue onset and stimulus offset. After 200 ms, a 100-ms response cue was presented at fixation, indicating the stimulus to be discriminated (either the one to the left or the one to the right).
There were three attentional conditions, each making up 33% of the trials: (a) In the valid-cue condition, observers were to report the tilt of the Gabor patch preceded by the peripheral cue; that is, the cue and the response cue indicated the same location. (b) In the invalid-cue condition, the observer was to report the tilt of the Gabor patch not preceded by a peripheral cue; that is, the peripheral cue and the response cue indicated the opposite locations. (c) In the neutral-cue condition, neither of the two stimulus locations were indicated by the peripheral cue, and the observer was to discriminate the tilt of the Gabor patch indicated by the response cue. In both valid-cue and invalid-cue conditions, the peripheral cue preceded one of the two Gabor patches, but its presence did not provide information regarding either target orientation or location. The validity of the peripheral cue was determined on each trial by the response cue: For the valid-cue condition, the location of the peripheral cue and the response cue matched; for the invalid-cue condition, they mismatched.
Responses were made by pressing the "1" key to indicate a discrimination of tilted left (j2.5-) and pressing the "2" key to indicate a discrimination of tilted right (+2.5-). One of three distinct feedback tones sounded after the discrimination was made; one for a correct response, one for an incorrect response, and a third for responses that were too slow (response times of more than 800 ms after response-cue offset). This third timedependent tone was used to maintain regularly spaced trials and maintain a constant level of adaptation. After initial learning, trials in which observers took more than 800 ms to respond were rare (about 1% of the total trials).
Results
Psychometric functions for orientation discrimination in each attentional and adaptation condition were obtained for each observer by fitting Weibull functions (Weibull, 1951) to the data via maximum likelihood estimation (Figure 3) . Each observer yielded six psychometric functions: one for each attention condition (valid, red; neutral, black; invalid, green) and adaptation condition (adapt-0, top row on white background; adapt-100, bottom row on shaded background).
For each observer, we estimated contrast thresholds at a fixed performance level of 70% (vertical thin lines, one per function in Figures 3 and 4) . We fit a Weibull function to each of the 10,000 bootstrapped samples of the data and then limited each distribution of parameter estimates to the interval (2.5%, 97.5%), to obtain the 95% confidence intervals (horizontal lines around the threshold value in Figures 3 and 4) . Asymptotic performance on the task was estimated by using the asymptote parameter of the Weibull function (top-right corner of each graph with their 95% confidence intervals obtained by bootstrap method [Efron & Tibshirani, 1993] in Figures 3 and 4) . The pattern of results is consistent across observers. In the adapt-0 condition (vertical thin lines in the top row of Figure 3 . Effects of attention. Psychometric functions for orientation discrimination, estimated by maximum likelihood. Each column reports data from one observer (G.V., J.F., or F.P.). Top row (white background) reports the data from the adapt-0 condition; bottom row (shaded background) reports the data from the adapt-100 condition. Circles, squares, and triangles represent the data for valid-cue, neutral-cue, and invalid-cue conditions. The reported error bars on each data point are T1 SD of the mean of 10,000 samples obtained via the bootstrap method (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) . The thin vertical lines report the estimated threshold values at a fixed performance level of 70%. Error bars on thresholds and asymptote estimates are 95% confidence intervals obtained via the bootstrap method. The dashed lines on the abscissa of the adapt-100 condition (shaded) mark the threshold value in the adapt-0 neutral condition. Figure 4 . Effect of contrast adaptation. Each column reports data from one observer. Top row compares psychometric functions for orientation discrimination in the valid-cue condition (attended): adapt-0 (continuous) and adapt-100 (dashed). Middle row compares psychometric functions in the neutral-cue condition (distributed attention). Bottom row compares psychometric functions in the invalid-cue condition (unattended). Except for G.V.'s invalid-cue condition, the effect of contrast adaptation is to increase threshold without affecting asymptote. Figure 3) , contrast thresholds are lower in the valid-cue condition and higher in the invalid-cue condition as compared to the neutral-cue condition. The results are in agreement with Pestilli and Carrasco (2005) , who obtained thresholds for these three attention conditions, and with Ling and Carrasco (2006a) , who obtained psychometric functions for the neutral and valid conditions. In the adapt-100 condition (bottom row of Figure 3 ), contrast thresholds also increase from valid-cue to neutral-cue to invalid-cue conditions. The magnitude of the threshold shifts is comparable in the two adaptation conditions. Figure 4 plots the psychometric functions from the same data set organized by cue condition to show the effect of contrast adaptation on the contrast thresholds and on the asymptote. Each column reports data from one observer. The top row shows psychometric functions for the validcue condition before (continuous line) and after (dashed line) adapting to 100% contrast. The middle row shows data for the neutral-cue condition, and the bottom row shows data for the invalid-cue condition. For all observers and conditions, adaptation increases thresholds but does not affect asymptote (except for G.V.'s invalid-cue condition). For each attentional condition, thresholds are lower in the adapt-0 than in the adapt-100 conditions. The results lend support to the hypothesis that adaptation acts via a contrast-gain mechanism. Attention affects the thresholds and asymptotes; adaptation only affects the thresholds. A within-subjects twoway analysis of variance (ANOVA; attentional condition: valid vs. neutral vs. invalid; adaptation condition: adapt-0 vs. adapt-100) on the log-transformed contrast thresholds confirms that both main effects of attention (p G .005) and adaptation (p G .005) are significant but that there is no interaction between these conditions (p 9 .1). As expected, attention and adaptation had a significant effect on threshold, reducing and increasing contrast threshold, respectively. Only attention affected the asymptote for the psychometric function, adaptation did not change the asymptote, and there was no interaction between attention and adaptation. A within-subjects two-way ANOVA on the asymptote values shows that the main effect of attention is significant (p G .05) but that neither the main effect of adaptation (p 9 .1) nor the interaction between attention and adaptation (p 9 .1) is significant.
Although comparing psychophysical performance with single-cell recording data is not a straightforward process and should be done with caution, it is important to try to relate results from the two levels of analysis. To establish a link between the psychometric function for orientation discrimination and the neural contrast response function, we need to ensure that the effects of attention and adaptation on the contrast response function are not confounded by their effects on orientation discrimination. To that end, the parameters for our experiment are within ranges for which attention and adaptation have negligible effects on orientation tuning; for example, contrast adaptation does not change orientation discrimination within 10-from the adapter's orientation (Regan & Beverley, 1985) , as is the case in our experiment. We note that the effect of attention in the orientation<discrimination task is similar with different orientation discriminations, ranging from T2.5-to T45- (Cameron et al., 2002; Carrasco et al., 2000; Ling & Carrasco, 2006a; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005) , which indicates that attention affects the contrast mechanisms independently of the orientation discrimination being performed. Moreover, whereas attention affects the contrast sensitivity of single neurons (Martinez-Trujillo & Figure 5 . Average parameter estimates. Top graph represents the average of the asymptote parameters across the three observers. Bottom graph represents the average of the threshold parameters across the three observers. Data from the adapt-0 condition have filled bars; data from the adapt-100 condition have outlined bars. Error bars are T1 SEM. Effect of attention: Asymptotes increase as a function of attentional allocation (valid 9 neutral 9 invalid) in both adaptation conditions by the same amount. Thresholds decrease (valid G neutral G invalid) in both adaptation conditions by the same amount. Effect of adaptation: Asymptotes in the adapt-0 condition (outlined bars) and the adapt-100 condition (filled bars) do not change; compare the same-color bars in the top graph. Thresholds increase between the adapt-0 condition (filled bars) and the adapt-100 condition (outlined bars); compare the same-color bars in the bottom graph. Treue, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2000) , it does not affect their orientation tuning (McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Motter, 1993) .
In sum, (a) adaptation decreases contrast sensitivity via a contrast-gain mechanism, and (b) transient attention affects sensitivity in a quantitatively similar way before and after adapting to high contrast. Attention increases contrast sensitivity at the attended location while decreasing it at the unattended location (for both threshold and asymptotic performance). This is consistent with attention acting via a mixture of contrast-gain and response-gain mechanisms.
Discussion
Both attention and adaptation influence contrast sensitivity. We find threshold and asymptote effects for the attention manipulation and only threshold effects for the adaptation manipulation. These findings are consistent with models of attention that posit a contrast gain (Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2000) and a multiplicative response gain (McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Williford & Maunsell, 2006) and with models of adaptation that posit that the contrast response function shifts toward the adapter contrast (Bonds, 1991; Gardner et al., 2005; Ohzawa et al., 1982 Ohzawa et al., , 1985 .
How do attention and adaptation interact? This study is the first to investigate whether and how the adaptation state modulates the effect of attention on contrast sensitivity. Specifically, it explores whether the extent of contrast sensitivity enhancement at the attended location and impairment at the unattended location differs before and after contrast adaptation. We obtained psychometric functions by measuring orientation-discrimination performance as a function of contrast (Nachmias, 1967) . The adapt-0 condition showed that exogenous attention has an effect across the whole contrast range; it changed threshold and asymptotic performance. Thresholds at attended locations (i.e., valid cue) were lower than those obtained when attention was distributed across the two locations (i.e., in neutral cue), which were, in turn, lower than those obtained when attention was withdrawn from the target (i.e., invalid cue). These effects on threshold are consistent with those obtained through a similar orientation-discrimination paradigm and an adaptive staircase procedure (Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005) . Consistent with a recent study (Ling & Carrasco, 2006a) , exogenous attention also increased the asymptote of the psychometric function (valid-cue trials as compared to the neutral condition). Furthermore, the asymptotes of the psychometric functions were reduced in invalid-cue trials as compared to the neutral condition. An interesting finding was that transient attention changed sensitivity in a quantitatively similar way before and after adapting to high contrast. When transient attention was directed to a stimulus location, the sensitivity lost during adaptation was recovered; that is, attention can overcome adaptation to restore contrast sensitivity. This effect is consistent with the idea that exogenous attention enhances the salience of possibly important signals and, paradoxically, shows that attention seems to reduce the beneficial effect of contrast adaptation by shifting the adapted contrast psychometric function to lower contrasts.
Attention
Sustained attention affects the contrast response function of neurons. Single-cell recording studies support both a reduction in threshold of the neural contrast response function Vcontrast gain (Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002; Reynolds et al., 2000) Vand an effect of attention that increases with contrastVresponse gain (McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Williford & Maunsell, 2006) . Differences in the contrast-dependent mechanism mediating the effect of sustained and transient attention have been reported using a similar cueing paradigm to the one used here; the former is mediated via contrast gain, whereas the latter is mediated via both contrast gain and response gain (Ling & Carrasco, 2006a) . The present results are consistent with transient attention acting via both contrast-gain and response-gain mechanisms: The enhancement in sensitivity and the increase in asymptotic performance at attended locations are accompanied by opposite impairments of sensitivity and reductions of performance at unattended locations, consistent with a reduction in both contrast gain and response gain.
Adaptation
Single-cell recording studies in the visual system of cats (Ohzawa et al., 1982 and macaques (Sclar, Lennie, & DePriest, 1989) , as well as human neuroimaging studies (Gardner et al., 2005) , have consistently shown that adaptation acts via a contrast-gain mechanism. Two predictions of such a contrast-gain model of adaptation are that contrast discrimination should be improved for contrasts around the adapter contrast and that there should be no effect of adaptation at high contrast levels. However, there is no consensus regarding altered contrast discrimination after adaptation (Abbonizio, Langley, & Clifford, 2002; Greenlee & Heitger, 1988; Maattanen & Koenderink, 1991; Ross, Speed, & Morgan, 1993) . The present study supports the contrast-gain model of adaptation because the psychometric function shifted toward the adapter contrast, displacing its dynamic range toward higher contrast, and because there was no effect of adaptation at high contrast levels (Figure 4) . A recent psychophysical study using an external noise paradigm has also supported such a model (Dao, Lu, & Dosher, 2006) .
Interaction of attention and adaptation
We sought to evaluate the interaction of attention and contrast adaptation by pitting them against each other. Both attention and adaptation act on the contrast-processing neural mechanisms by modulating visual sensitivity in similar but opposite ways (Gardner et al., 2005; MartinezTrujillo & Treue, 2002; Ohzawa et al., 1982 Ohzawa et al., , 1985 Reynolds et al., 2000; Sclar et al., 1985 Sclar et al., , 1989 Treue, 2004; Williford & Maunsell, 2006) . The present study was motivated by the idea that these two different perceptual phenomena share the common goal of optimizing visual performance to match salient parts of visual scenes. The present findings have several implications.
Loss of beneficial effect of contrast adaptation: Not mere neural fatigue One counterintuitive implication of the quick gain control mechanism of transient attention is that it beneficially increases visibility of salient stimuli, but at the same time, it alters the system's response that had been optimized by adaptation. Transient attention takes the adapted contrast response function away from its optimized state. The fact that the adaptation state can be quickly changed supports the idea that adaptation cannot be merely due to neuronal fatigue or saturation (Carandini & Ferster, 1997; Sanchez-Vives et al., 2000a , 2000b . This is evident in our results; the peripheral cue modifies the adapted signal response, resulting in higher sensitivity at attended locations than at unattended locations. The finding that attention can restore sensitivity indicates that response in the adapted state is not saturated.
Implications for mechanisms of attention and adaptation
A mixture model of contrast gain and response gain best characterized the way in which attention affected performance for both adaptation states. Were attention reflecting a fixed multiplicative factor on the contrast response function, the attentional effect would have been higher for the adapted condition, which is displaced toward higher contrasts (Figure 3 ). This similar effect of attention under different adaptation states suggests that the effect of contrast adaptation precedes transient attention; attention may act on a normalized response (i.e., divided by the maximum response). Attention seems to multiply the response to each contrast relative to the contrast response function's maximum response.
At the cellular level, the finding that the magnitude of the attentional effect does not depend on the adaptation state suggests that the attention effect is independent of the polarized/depolarized state of membrane involved in contrast adaptation. Were the effects of attention dependent on the membrane's polarization state, the magnitude of the attentional effect in the two adaptation conditions would have differed. This was not the case for our data.
Adaptation does not modulate attention. It is known that sustained attention affects the magnitude of contrast adaptation; it strengthens adaptation at the attended location and decreases it at the unattended location (Ling & Carrasco, 2006b ). Based on these results, one could have hypothesized that the adaptation state would modify the attention effect. However, that was not the case. The magnitude of the attentional enhancement at attended locations and impairment at unattended locations was comparable in both adaptation conditions. This discrepancy can be due to a difference between the mechanisms by which transient and sustained attention act on contrast sensitivityVsustained attention acts via contrast gain only; transient attention acts via a mixture of contrast and response gain (Ling & Carrasco, 2006b) Vor to the fact that adaptation and transient attention act via independent mechanisms, with attention being able to affect adaptation but not vice versa.
Conclusions
We investigated how the adaptation state modulates the magnitude of the attentional effects on contrast sensitivity. We considered attention and adaptation within a common framework of performance optimization. Although both attention and adaptation change the contrast response function, their effects do not interact: The effect of attention is independent of the adaptation state of the system. The fact that contrast adaptation does not modulate the effect of transient attention suggests that attention affects the normalized signal once the effect of contrast adaptation has taken place and implies that these two mechanisms act separately but concurrently to change contrast sensitivity. Adaptation is not merely neural fatigue: Sensitivity is promptly restored by attention. The estimated variability for the asymptote parameter for observer F.P. in the invalid-cue condition for the adapt-100 condition is large because the strong adaptation effect in this observer did not allow the function to asymptote within the contrast range.
